NFKBIA gene
NFKB inhibitor alpha

Normal Function

The *NFKBIA* gene provides instructions for making one piece (the alpha subunit) of the IKK protein complex, which is a group of related proteins that regulates the activity of nuclear factor-kappa-B. Nuclear factor-kappa-B is a protein complex that binds to DNA and controls the activity of other genes. When it is turned off (inactive), nuclear factor-kappa-B is attached (bound) to the IKK complex. In response to certain signals, the IKK complex turns on (activates) nuclear factor-kappa-B and releases it.

The NFKBIA protein helps keep nuclear factor-kappa-B bound in the IKK complex. When the NFKBIA protein receives a signal that nuclear factor-kappa-B is to be released, it breaks down so the factor can be turned on (activated) and released from the complex. Once the active factor is released, it moves into the nucleus and binds to DNA. Nuclear factor-kappa-B regulates the activity of multiple genes, including genes that control the body's immune responses and inflammatory reactions. Nuclear factor-kappa-B also appears to play a role in the signaling pathway that is critical for the formation of ectodermal tissues including the skin, hair, teeth, and sweat glands. In addition, it protects the cell from certain signals that would otherwise cause it to self-destruct (undergo apoptosis).

Health Conditions Related to Genetic Changes

Anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immune deficiency

At least five mutations in the *NFKBIA* gene have been found to cause anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immune deficiency (EDA-ID). EDA-ID is a condition characterized by reduced function of the immune system, resulting in recurrent infections, and abnormal development of ectodermal tissues. The *NFKBIA* gene mutations that cause EDA-ID impair the protein's breakdown. As a result, nuclear factor-kappa-B is not activated or released from the IKK complex. Without nuclear factor-kappa-B available in the nucleus to regulate gene activity, certain signaling pathways within immune cells and cells that form ectodermal tissues are disrupted, resulting in immune deficiency and incomplete development of tissues of the ectoderm as occurs in individuals with EDA-ID.
**Chromosomal Location**

Cytogenetic Location: 14q13.2, which is the long (q) arm of chromosome 14 at position 13.2

Molecular Location: base pairs 35,401,510 to 35,404,754 on chromosome 14 (Homo sapiens Updated Annotation Release 109.20190905, GRCh38.p13) (NCBI)

Credit: Genome Decoration Page/NCBI

**Other Names for This Gene**

- I-kappa-B-alpha
- IkappaBalpha
- ikB-alpha
- IKBA
- IKBA_HUMAN
- MAD-3
- major histocompatibility complex enhancer-binding protein MAD3
- NF-kappa-B inhibitor alpha
- NFKBI
- nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene enhancer in B-cells
- nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, alpha

**Additional Information & Resources**

**Educational Resources**

  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK26918/#A2894
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28NFKBIA%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28IKBA%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28IKB-alpha%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28I-kappa-B-alpha%5BTIAB%5D%29%29+AND+%28%28Genes%5B MH%5D%29+OR+%28Genetic+Phenomena%5B5MH%5D%29%29+AND+english%5B5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22+AND+human%5B5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- NUCLEAR FACTOR OF KAPPA LIGHT CHAIN GENE ENHANCER IN B CELLS INHIBITOR, ALPHA
  http://omim.org/entry/164008

Research Resources

- Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematology
  http://atlasgeneticsoncology.org/Genes/GC_NFKBIA.html
- ClinVar
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar?term=NFKBIA%5Bgene%5D
- HGNC Gene Symbol Report
- Monarch Initiative
  https://monarchinitiative.org/gene/NCBIGene:4792
- NCBI Gene
- UniProt
  https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P25963
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